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Student found dead in Ivory Tower Admissions
Cause of death
remains a mystery

Treanor was positive
and outgoing person

stats favor
early decision
by Rachel Barker
Hatchet Reporter

by Eric Roper
Editor in Chief

by Nathan Grossman
Campus News Editor

Four days after the sudden death of sophomore Laura
Treanor, the causes of her passing remain largely a mystery
to her friends and family. Even as the details of that night
emerge, few help explain why the 19-year-old never woke
up Friday morning.
Roommates discovered Treanor’s body in her bed at 8:30
a.m. on Friday morning and immediately called 911. Her
nose and pillowcase were bloody, and she hadn’t changed
her clothes from the night before. EMS and police units
eventually arrived on 23rd Street, and a representative of the
Medical Examiner’s office pronounced her dead at 10 a.m.
The Metropolitan Police Department announced soon
after that there were no signs of trauma to the body, and a
preliminary autopsy Friday night revealed that there had
been no significant damage to Treanor’s organs, her mother
said. A toxicology report and final cause of death are not expected for at least a month. Until then, those close to Treanor
can only relive her final moments and wonder what went
wrong.
At 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Treanor met a friend for dinner
at Au Bon Pain. About two hours later, a roommate saw her
painting her nails on their Ivory Tower couch. At 9 p.m. Treanor spoke to her father on the phone and said she was going out with some friends, her mother said. She then wrote
on a friend’s Facebook wall and left Ivory Tower at about
11:30 p.m., roommates said.
Sophomore Max Mahoney, one of the last people to see
Treanor alive, said she and a group went out to a bar, which

Friends and family of Laura Treanor said she was a positive, outgoing person, who was deeply committed to her sorority, writing and Catholic faith.
Treanor was known for her devotion to her sorority,
Phi Sigma Sigma, along with the Newman Center and The
Hatchet, where she served as contributing life editor. A second-year student who recently applied to be an American
Studies major, Treanor came to GW in the fall of 2007 from
Yorktown Heights, N.Y.
“She walked on [GW’s] campus and said, ‘Mom, this is
where I want to go,’” said her mother, Ann-Marie Treanor.
“She knew that was where she wanted to go. She wanted
the city life.”
Friends described Laura Treanor as “a genuinely nice
person” who always had a kind word for a friend in need.
“Her smile could light up a room and she commanded
attention wherever she went,” sorority sister Hillary Richards, a senior, said. “People loved to be around her and you
can see that just by the sheer numbers of people who have
been affected by her passing.”
Her roommate, Jackie Friedberger, said, “Laura was an
amazing friend and an amazing roommate. And everyone
who knew her would describe her as really fun and outgoing and full of spirit and life.”
Phil Bianchi, a junior, said Treanor was the rare kind of
person who left a lasting impression on everyone she met.
“The people who knew her were lucky,” he said. “The
people who never met her really missed out on someone

Though overall applications to the University
decreased slightly this year, the school saw a major
shift in when people apply – with a vast number
choosing early decision over regular admission.
Total applications to the University decreased
2.3 percent this year, despite a 43 percent increase
in early decision applicants, said Kathryn Napper,
executive dean for undergraduate admissions.
Admitted students, guidance counselors and
admissions officials said in interviews that GW’s
strong programs in political science, international
affairs and media and public affairs drove many
students to submit binding early decision applications. But the spike in ED applications could have
more to do with the competitive college admissions
climate than GW’s strengths.
A number of other universities saw substantial
increases in early decision applications – including
Tufts, Wesleyan, Dartmouth and Northwestern –
despite the poor economy. Admissions experts attribute the change to an increasingly competitive
college market. Students who look for admissions
security may be looking to GW since they have
fewer options at schools like Harvard and University of Virginia, who dropped their early decision
option.
Napper attributed the decrease in regular decision applications to the early decision increase. She
also said that as the financial recession appears to

See TREANOR, p. 5

See ADMISSIONS, p. 5

Memorial Services
There will be two services on campus to
honor the memory of Laura Treanor.

Schoolwide Service | Monday, 7:30 p.m.
Smith Center | 600 22nd St. N.W.

Memorial Mass | Tuesday, 5 p.m.
Newman Catholic Center | 2210 F St. N.W.

See DEATH, p. 5
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Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

PostSecret creator Frank Warren speaks at
Lisner auditorium Friday evening about founding the online community art project.

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Senior Wynton Witherspoon leaves the court following GW's 94-89 double overtime loss against Rhode Island at the Smith Center on Sunday.
Witherspoon missed a potential game-winning shot in the final minutes of regulation in the loss, GW's ninth straight. SEE STORY, PAGE 8

Students rally in support of Israel
by Keegan Bales and
Lauren Hoenemeyer
Hatchet Reporters
More than 100 students gathered in Kogan Plaza Thursday
evening to show their support for
Israel in the violent Gaza conflict
that shook the country for several
weeks.
Wearing blue and white ribbons, the colors of the Israeli flag,
students at the rally shared personal stories and experiences to
defend Israel and what it represents.
“It is an inexplicable feeling
to land in Israel as a Jew,” said
sophomore Natalie Lazaroff. “The
second my plane lands I feel like I
am home again.”
Lazaroff has been to Israel
seven times, including a semester

in high school and three months
this past summer. She said she
feels that the humanitarian crisis
in southern Israel is being ignored
and that the problems Israel faces would not be tolerated by any
other country.
“I wanted to show my support for Israel because it is such
a unique and important state,”
junior Marc Friend said. “Not just
only because it is the sole democracy in the Middle East, but also
a refuge for persecuted Jews from
all over the world.”
Sophomore Aliza Grossberg
spent a year in Israel before college. She returned this past winter
break and planned to reunite with
a friend. The friend canceled suddenly when he was called to serve
in Gaza. It was then that she fully
realized the burden Israeli teenag-

ers face in a country with a conscript military.
“Kids our age are fighting for
the protection of their country. It
made me realize how lucky we
are,” Grossberg said.
Senior Benji Davis spent a semester volunteering at an elementary school in Israel. He said he
had to dodge the Qassam rockets
Palestinians launched into Israel.
Davis said he was playing a
game in the schoolyard when a
code red warning sounded, indicating that he and the students
had 15 seconds to seek shelter. He
rushed to a bunker where he heard
a blast he compared to a special
effect in a movie or video game. A
rocket had landed 30 yards away.
“The terror in the kids’ eyes
was just unreal,” Davis said. “I
See ISRAEL, p. 6

“Kids our age are
fighting for the
protection of their
country.”
ALIZA GROSSBERG
SOPHOMORE

Keeping
secrets
by Becky Reeves
Hatchet Reporter
Can you keep a secret? Try keeping 300,000 of
them.
That’s what the sold-out crowd in Lisner Auditorium Friday night contemplated as Frank Warren, creator of PostSecret, spoke about his role as
“America’s most trusted stranger” and how his
community art project became an international phenomenon.
PostSecret began about four years ago when
Warren mailed 200 blank postcards with instructions asking the recipients to write a secret on the
card and mail it back to be used in a community art
project.
Starting with about six postcards per week, the
number grew exponentially. Now Warren receives
upwards of 1,000 submissions weekly. The PostSecret blog and books were developed soon after the
project took off.
“What I’ve tried to do is grow [PostSecret] in an
organic way, to kind of follow where it leads,” he
explained. “And right now there seems to be a big
demand for people to share their secrets in a public
way beyond what’s happening on the Web anonymously.”
Responding to the popularity of his project,
Warren began his college campus tour as way to
bring PostSecret to a completely public forum.
See SECRET, p. 6
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Newsroom: Ticket sale date changed for concert
 Newsroom: IFC cancels events after student death
 Video: Obama paraphernalia near the White House >>


Alex Byers – Metro News Editor (abyers@gwhatchet.com)
Emily Cahn – Assistant News Editor (ecahn@gwhatchet.com)
Nathan Grossman – Campus News Editor (ngrossman@gwhatchet.com)
Sarah Scire – Campus News Editor (sscire@gwhatchet.com)

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Monday
HIGH 37 | LOW 28
THE HUNT AND CAPTURE OF
SADDAM HUSSEIN
Students Defending Democracy host LTC Steve
Russell, who will speak
about his role in capturing
Saddam Hussein in Iraq.
8:30 p.m.
Marvin Center Amphitheater

Tuesday
HIGH 32 | LOW 29
THE STATE OF THE YOUTH
VOTE: ENGAGEMENT BEYOND
THE ELECTION
Luke Russert, son of the
late NBC News correspondent Tim Russert, will moderate a discussion about
the role of America’s youth
in politics.
6 p.m.
Jack Morton Auditorium
NATO’S RESPONSE TO THE
PROLIFERATION OF WMD IN
THE 21ST CENTURY
The International Affairs Society hosts Col. William R.
Puttmann, national expert
for the NATO Weapons of
Mass Destruction Centre in
Brussels.
7 p.m.
1957 E Street, Room 113

Wednesday
HIGH 32 | LOW 25
FBI INFO SESSION
Representatives from the
FBI will be on hand to
present their new security
specialist program.
5 p.m.
Duques Hall 552

Wife of former
GW president
dies at 91
Evelyn "Betty" Elliott, wife
of University President Emeritus Lloyd Elliott, passed away
Thursday. She was 91.
Lloyd Elliott served as
president of the University
from 1965 to 1988.
Elliott School of International Affairs Dean Michael
Brown said Evelyn Elliott was
proud that the school was
named after her family, and
said she was involved in many
Elliott School programs.
“She was especially proud
to be associated with the
school’s faculty, students,
alumni, and staff,” Brown
said in an e-mail message to
students of the Elliott School.
“She attended many Elliott
School events, gracing us with
her intelligence and warmth.”
The Elliotts created the
Evelyn E. and Lloyd H. Elliott
Fund, an endowment in support of the Gaston Sigur Professorship and other activities
at GW’s Elliott School of International Affairs in 1988, according to a University news
release.
Brown said he was happy
Evelyn had the chance to witness an event this year honoring the 20th anniversary of
the Elliott School.
“In November, Betty and
Lloyd attended a special
dinner here at E Street that
marked the 20th anniversary
of the naming of the Elliott
School,” Brown said. “We
were fortunate to have had
this opportunity to express
our appreciation and admiration of Betty, and to toast her
and Lloyd on this occasion.”
Evelyn Elliott will be buried at a private ceremony in
Arlington National Cemetery,
as her husband was a World
War II veteran, Brown said.
She is survived by her husband, two children – L. Gene
Elliott and Patricia E. Kauffman – two grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren.
–Emily Cahn
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SNAPSHOT

School Without
Walls anticipates
renovated facility

Spring Rush

Harry Bergmann/Hatchet photographer

Junior Daniel Gardener prepares a shirt for this week's rush events alongside other Delta
Tau Delta brothers.

Rezoning of historic townhouse worries Foggy Bottom residents
A townhouse on H Street
may soon get a seven-story addition because of a zoning map
amendment approved by the
D.C. Zoning Commission this
month.
The building, near Au Bon
Pain at 2013 H St., has been
redistricted and is now considered to be within a business
zone, rather than a residential
one.
The Health Services for
Children Foundation hopes to
move its headquarters into the
building, the organization’s
president said, but must wait
until the D.C. Board of Zoning
Adjustment rules on parking
requirements at the site before
beginning construction.
West End Citizens Association President Barbara Kahlow
said she and others were concerned that the HSC Founda-

tion case would set a bad precedent for the community.
“Upzoning a small single
record lot … could lead to
multiple upzonings elsewhere
in Foggy Bottom/West End,”
she said.
GW has no objection to the
requested map amendment to
change the zoning, but does
remain concerned with the
impact to available parking,
according to a letter signed by
GW Associate Vice President
for Real Estate Alicia O’Neil
that was read at a zoning commission public hearing on Dec.
18.
Advisory
Neighborhood
Commission 2A Chairman
Asher Corson said he was disappointed about the decision
made by the zoning board.
“I’m concerned about the
precedent it sets, turning resi-

dential areas into commercial
areas … I think what’s left in
Foggy Bottom should stay residential,” Corson said.
The proposed construction,
which includes a seven-story
addition to the 100-year-old
townhouse and carriage house,
was opposed by community
members at the hearing.
Dr. Thomas W. Chapman,
president and CEO of the HSC
Foundation said the foundation wants to make the site
look like the townhouses of
2000 Pennsylvania Ave., which
keep the buildings intact with
offices behind them.
Chapman said, “We’re still
discussing [the design], what
we will do is preserve the
townhouse features. It’ll be a
mix of the old and the new. We
think it will be attractive.”
–Amy D’Onofrio

Extensive renovations are
underway at the School Without
Walls on G Street, and school
officials hope the multi-million
dollar project will modernize the
visibly aging 125-year-old building to provide much-needed resources for academics.
Construction on the building,
located adjacent to the new GW
residence hall on F Street, began
this fall and is on schedule to be
completed by summer 2009. The
School Without Walls is a D.C.
Public Schools high school affiliated with GW, allowing students
to take college-level classes. Since
fall 2007, the school has been relocated to the Logan School near
Union Station.
In addition to a complete gutting of the interior of the building, the project also includes a
three-floor addition on the east
wing, which will have floors
completely dedicated to the music and art departments and a
terrace for outside activities. The
basement of the old building will
be almost completely devoted to
the science department, housing
labs for biology, chemistry and
physics.
As the move-in date slowly
approaches, faculty members are
looking forward to new soundproof classrooms, interactive
touch-screen whiteboards, new
desks and working heat and air,
among other improvements.
Before the joint GW-DCPS
project commenced, the rapidly
aging school was in serious need
of repair and beginning to show
its years. A leaky roof forced repeated class relocations, heating
was often inefficient and faulty
air conditioners led to steamy
springtime temperatures. Students recall one incident when a
large piece of plaster fell from the
ceiling, hitting a student below.
Corey Null, a mathematics teacher, notes that when the
renovation is complete, it will
be refreshing to “concentrate on
teaching rather than the classroom."
–Alex Altskan and Eric Roper
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Med school apps rise despite probation Scalia judges
moot court
competition
by Husna Kazmir
Hatchet Staff Writer

Despite being placed on academic probation by its accrediting
body, the School of Medical and
Health Sciences reported an increase in applications this year.
Ava Flores, director of the
medical school’s admissions, said
that 13,856 students applied to
the SMHS this year, a 3.2 percent
increase over last year’s applications. Medical school administrators are pleased with the slight increase after the LCME, the school’s
accreditation body, placed the
school on academic probation in
October for issues ranging from
curriculum management to a lack
of study and lounge space.
The admissions at SMHS are

rolling, and applications for this
cycle were due by Jan. 1.
Susan Hwang, a health professions advisor to undergraduates
at GW, said that about 200 GW
students applied to SMHS in the
2009 cycle.
“I had very few students come
to me with any concerns regarding
GW medical school’s probation
status,” she wrote in an e-mail.
She added the increase in admissions came as no shock.
“I’m not surprised that students are still applying to GW,”
she wrote. “I think the medical
school did a good job reassuring
current and prospective students
that they are doing everything
possible to make the necessary
improvements within the given
timeframe.”

Kunal Merchant, who was accepted to the SMHS in its early
selection program, said that he
was startled by the probation at
first.
“But when you really looked
at it, they were very open about
[the probation] and clear about
it,” Merchant said.
He added, “Honestly some
people were worried but I don’t
think there’s any reason to worry.
I’m not worried at all.”
Hwang said she would not
advise students against applying
to GW and was confident that the
SMHS would retain its academic
accreditation.
She wrote, “My advice to students is to apply to GW medical
school regardless of the probationary status.” 

By the Numbers:
13,586 students
applied to the SMHS
this year

200 of the 13,586
were GW undergrads
There was a 3.2
percent increase in
applications from 2008

Campus orgs commemorate Roe v. Wade
Obama administration brings abortion anniversary into spotlight
by Gabriella Schwarz
Hatchet Staff Writer
Anti-abortion and abortion-rights groups on campus
marked the 36th anniversary of
Roe v. Wade Thursday.
Several GW groups commemorated the occasion, holding rallies, celebrations and
demonstrations around campus.
The anniversary of Roe v.
Wade came during President
Barack Obama's second full day
of office. He called the Supreme
Court decision a “sensitive and
decisive issue,” in which we
must work to find “common
ground.” This announcement
came shortly before a decision
to end the abortion gag rule by
executive order, which will open
U.S. funding to international
groups that provide abortions.
“Overall, it’s an issue people
feel passionately about. Just
because they disagree doesn’t
mean it’s less important,” said
senior Abbey Marr, co-president
of Voices for Choices. “I’m really
happy [President Obama] came
out in support of reproductive
rights.”
Voices for Choices hosted a
birthday party in honor of the
anniversary, celebrating with
cupcakes and T-shirts that said
“just wear it” with a picture of a
condom. The 10 to 15 people at
the party spent time discussing
Roe v. Wade, what the Obama
administration means for reproductive rights and the global
gag rule, Marr said.
“We just want to talk about
our own rights and reproductive
health in general,” Marr said.
“We want to be an information
source instead of engaging in a
back and forth. I don’t see how
that’s productive.”
At University Yard on Friday, the Young America’s Foundation planted 1,100 crosses to
represent the 1.1 to 1.3 million
abortions that happen each year,
YAF President Robert Lockwood said.

Harry Bergman/ Hatchet photographer

Above: Thousands of anti-abortion supporters march to the
Supreme Court on the 36th anniversary of Roe V. Wade Thursday afternoon. Right: Sophomore Sam Bain helps to install
1,000 crosses in University Yard Thursday afternoon as part
of the Young America's Foundation's demonstration on the
anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision.
The slogan for the event was
“A picture is worth a thousand
words, a cross is worth a thousand lives, 1,100 crosses times
1,000 lives a piece is 1.1 million.
Get our picture?”
Lockwood and other members of YAF stood in University
Yard for five hours passing out
information.
“We were not there to enforce beliefs, but just trying to
provide an educational outlet,”
Lockwood said. “If they’re not
interested, that’s their prerogative. We were not there to cause
problems or be in your face.”
YAF contacted various religious organizations to provide
the materials for the demonstration, but a church in New York
donated the crosses. Lockwood

said it was not a Christian-based
project and that their actions
elicited vocally positive and
negative reactions from observers throughout the day.
On Thursday, 25 College Republicans and members of Colonials for Life also participated in
the 36th Annual March for Life
on the National Mall, which attracted about 200,000 people.
Colonials for Life also hosted a
breakfast in the Marvin Center
to commemorate the day.
“Each time we participate in
the march, our unwavering commitment to the pregnant woman
and the unborn is strengthened,”
College Republicans Chairman
Brand Kroeger said. “There is
nothing more important to fight
for than the right to life.” 
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by Madeleine O’Connor
Hatchet Reporter
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia presided over oral arguments in the championship
round of the Law School’s Van Vleck Constitutional Law Moot Court Competition last week.
The annual competition, which began in
September, allows students to practice oral and
written legal skills by researching cases, writing briefs and presenting oral arguments. Thirdyear law students Christina Davis and Julian
Helisek won this year ’s competition, in which
they argued against Lucas Hanback and Matthew Yoeli in a mock Supreme Court case.
Alongside Scalia on the bench were Justices
Marsha Berzon and Jeffrey Sutton, of the 9th and
6th Circuit United States Court of Appeal, respectively. Scalia and his colleagues captivated
a full house with their relentless questioning.
The fictional case was the appeal of a political activist, Melissa Kelly, who was convicted
of setting fire to a religious memorial that she
had opposed. Suspecting Kelly, police searched
her laptop with permission from her roommate.
Although the roommate rescinded her consent,
the police kept a copy of the laptop’s hard drive
data and later found pictures of the suspect
lighting the memorial on fire.
“I don’t like talking about religious affiliation like it’s a club,” Scalia said, sparking laughter from the audience.
David and Helisek successfully argued that
the suspect’s Fourth Amendment rights had not
been violated when the police determined that
the roommate had apparent authority to consent
to the laptop search.
Arguing for the plaintiff, Hanback and Yoeli
claimed that the Court’s strike of an atheist from
the jury was unlawful because it was based on
religious affiliation. They argued that religious
affiliation should be treated like gender or race.
Scalia responded to an argument about atheist stereotypes with, “Let me strike a rock band
guitarist because I have the notion that rock
band guitarists are crazy, weird people who will
not, as an ordinary matter, be willing to support
law and order, okay?”
He continued, “That’s a stereotype. Is that a
no-no? Isn’t every peremptory challenge based
upon a stereotype?”
When Davis argued that turning on a computer would alter the evidence it contained,
Scalia asked whether a court would disallow
an incriminating picture because it had been
altered slightly. “I can’t believe we’re that foolish,” Scalia said.
Both Berzon and Sutton said after the competition that the law students were better than
some lawyers that argue in their courts.
“I want you to get out there and start helping us out with these cases,” Sutton said to the
students.
The judges offered the competitors advice as
well. Scalia urged them to notice when a judge is
trying to help clarify an argument and to move
on when they have made their point so they do
not run out of time for the next segment of their
argument.
Students Michael Rhoads, Rachel MandellRice and Sara Brauner wrote the hypothetical
case under the direction of professors Orin Kerr
and Amanda Tyler. Scalia said that student-invented cases often have a flaw that makes an
aspect of the case nondebatable.
“I thought this was a very well-balanced
problem and it was awfully well-written,” Scalia said.
In a brief speech, Law School Dean Frederick
Lawrence discussed the importance of the Moot
Court Competition and oral arguments, which
he called "the hallmark of a civilized society." 

Archive seeks Students recognized for service
ceremony
Bush e-mails Award
honors Martin
by Chris Gregory
Hatchet Reporter

Just before the Bush administration left the White House, a
judge ordered a search of all White
House computers, giving the National Security Archive – housed
in Gelman Library – a key breakthrough in a lawsuit they have led
since 2007.
A report by the Citizens for
Responsibility and Ethics in Washington uncovered that more than
five million White House e-mails
were unaccounted for and the administration had poorly preserved
White House documents, violating the Presidential Records Act.
The report prompted the Archive,
a nonprofit research and analysis
institute, to file a lawsuit against
the Executive Office of the President in September 2007.
“The Bush White House broke
the law by failing to properly preserve millions of e-mails, which
are government records that belong to the American people,”
said Kristin Adair, staff counsel for
the Archive.
Adair said the missing e-mails
were sent between March 2003
and October 2005, and it is still
unclear whether e-mails concerning the invasion of Iraq, Hurricane Katrina or the torture at Abu
Ghraib have been saved.
On Jan. 14, on the cusp of a
new administration, Judge Henry
H. Kennedy Jr. granted the Archive’s preservation order, which
requested that all White House
staff surrender all media and backup tapes to ensure preservation.
Although this marked a major
breakthrough in the case, the lawsuit still stands. And now that the

Bush administration has left, the
Obama EOP becomes the defendant.
The Obama White House has
exhibited a “sharp departure from
the secretive policies of the previous administration” as President
Obama has already declared his
commitment to transparency
throughout all government agencies, Adair said.
“It’s clear that President
Obama is committed to openness,
transparency and public participation in government,” Adair said.
She added, “Obama’s strong
endorsement of a presumption of
openness for government records
sets a new tone for federal agencies. It encourages government
employees to release information
when there is no good reason to
withhold it, so a lot more information should make it into the public
domain.”
Adair hopes that Obama’s
commitment to transparency
and technology will help “break
through the bureaucracy and
bring government technologically
into the 21st century.”
This is not the first lawsuit
filed by the archives regarding the
retrieval of White House documents. Adair said in 1989 they
filed a similar preservation order
against the Reagan administration
requesting that under the Presidential Records Act they preserve
electronic media. The Archive
won, and the electronic messages
and documents were preserved
and sent to the National Archives.
If Bush White House e-mails
are retrieved, there is a five-year
period until the documents can be
requested through the Freedom of
Information Act. 

Luther King
by Becky Reeves
Hatchet Reporter
Four students and one staff
member were honored for their
contributions of service to the
GW community and the public
at the University’s annual Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Award
Ceremony Thursday night,
hosted by the Multicultural Students Services Center.
Students Elizabeth Acevedo,
Charles Basden Jr., Andrea Criollo, Christine French and staff
member Tim Miller received
awards. They were introduced
by University President Steven
Knapp.
“I can think of no better way
to pay tribute to Dr. King than
to honor students and staff who
have so clearly embodied the
qualities he espoused,” Knapp
said.
Recipients were selected
based on a range of criteria, but
most importantly on their commitment to King’s legacy, said
Michael Tapscott, MSSC director.
“We want people that King
could look at and say, ‘Well
done,’” Tapscott said.
As they received their medals, recipients gave speeches attributing their accomplishments
to others who have acted as motivation and support in their lives.
They related anecdotes from
their childhood and various service projects, rousing emotional
responses from the crowd.

Michelle Rattinger/Hatchet photographer

Martin Luther King Jr. Award recipient Charles Basden is congratulated with a hug by Robert
Chernak, vice president of Student and Academic Support Services.
Tim Miller, the staff recipient
who serves as executive director
of the Student Activities Center,
said he felt especially honored to
share the prestigious award with
the student recipients.
“I’m really overwhelmed to
be on this stage with the people
I was with tonight,” he said. “To
be even considered in their company is amazing.”
Criollo, a senior, said she
was moved by the ceremony’s
proximity to President Barack

Obama's inauguration 48 hours
earlier.
“It’s been really empowering for me and made it a really
special week,” she said. “With
MLK Day and with Obama getting inaugurated, we all worked
towards such a big goal and we
were able to accomplish something that’s really proud.”
The recipients made it clear
that the award serves as inspiration to continue answering
King’s call for service.

“It’s this little reminder that
is does matter to somebody and I
am doing something good,” said
French, a junior.
Criollo echoed French’s sentiments and also plans to continue her work.
“It’s good to know that people are behind you in the mission you’re trying to accomplish,
but it just reminds me there’s so
much work to be done,” she said.
“I haven’t even touched the tip
of the iceberg.” 

“

QUOTABLE

“Let me strike a rock band guitarist because I have the notion that rock
band guitarists are crazy, weird people who will not, as an ordinary
matter, be willing to support law and order, okay?”

Diana Kugel – Opinions Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)
Justin Guiffré – Contributing Editor (jguiffre@gwhatchet.com)

–Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, speaking sarcastically about a
peremptory challenge at the Law School's annual moot court.

“
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Know when to cut yourself off

editorial

In memory
of Laura
On Friday morning, GW awoke to
one of the warmest and sunniest days
this year, but by 9:30 a.m., the sunshine
felt more unnatural than the bitter cold
of the past weekend. It was then that
the GW community was notified of the
tragic death of junior Laura Treanor.
In order to understand the importance of something in your life, consider its absence. Here at The Hatchet,
we are forced to say goodbye to both a
co-worker and friend. A talented writer and enthusiastic contributing editor,
her absence will be felt in a way that
words can hardly express.
We are not the only organization
that will be losing a valued member,
and we offer our condolences to the
sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma, as well as
to those who knew Laura through her
involvement at the Newman Center.
Laura also worked in the School of Media and Public Affairs building, where
she will surely be missed as well.
In a lot of ways, Laura was the best
of what GW has to offer. She was passionate about what she did, and simply
reading the comments on blog posts
and Facebook groups makes it clear
that she touched a lot of lives.
Whether you personally knew Laura or not, this tragedy has touched all
of us. The death of a 19-year-old shows
the rest of us that we are not, as we
like to believe, invincible. Being young
and ambitious is no guarantee of, well,
anything.
When something like this happens,
most of us just want to know why. It
is frustrating to not yet have many
answers, but frustration cannot overshadow the hard-learned lessons this
tragedy brings.
As University President Steven
Knapp pointed out in his e-mail to our
community, we have to take this as a
reminder to take care of each other and
to be there for each other, especially in
difficult times.
Again, even if you didn’t have a
chance to personally know Laura, it is
OK to feel sad. When we go away to
college, we in essence build a new family and a new community, and each of
us is a part of that. We just lost someone, and no matter how well you did
or didn’t know Laura, take time to acknowledge how fragile life really is.
Monday night at 7:30 p.m., in the
Smith Center, there will be a schoolwide memorial service. We encourage
every member of our community to go
– to honor Laura’s memory and show
that what effects one of us does in fact
resonate throughout our school.

SCHOOLWIDE
MEMORIAL
MONDAY, JAN. 26
7:30 P.M.

SMITH CENTER

More education is not always best

W

hy did you decide to go to col- about their next move. With the latest
lege?
wave of hiring freezes at universities
Sure, you may claim it throughout the country, the demand for
was to expand your horizons, to make humanities PhDs is looking downright
lifelong friends, to learn to live on your dismal. The number of job postings for
own and so on. But beyond these sur- PhDs is down 21 percent, and many reface reasons, I think most
cent PhD recipients have
students – and practically
spent months sending
all parents – will agree
out dozens of applicathat the main motivation
tions to no avail. Some
is to be able to get a solid
are considering taking
job somewhere down the
jobs where a B.A. or
line.
even a GED would have
As much as we’re
sufficed in order to start
all tired of hearing the
paying off their loans.
phrase “in this economy,”
So what to do?
there is no denying the
At that same law
fact that the ideal job isn’t
school fair, when I
simply going to be waitstopped by the Boston
ing for you on the other
College table, I asked
side of that graduation
the school’s represenDIANA KUGEL
stage. But that doesn’t
tative what was most
mean that the answer
important to stress
EDITOR
necessarily lies with
in my personal statemore education.
ment. Without even
Let me preface this
hesitating, she told me
by saying that I myself am planning on to simply explain why it is that I want
enrolling in law school next year. Last to go to law school. If the answer is besemester, at a law school fair, I wan- cause I don’t know what else to do, or
dered around the Smith Center with because it just seems like the next step,
hoards of other aspiring attorneys. How I should reconsider my plans. But if I
was it possible that all of us were going could communicate why I feel strongly
to get into law school, much less find about the law as a career, it would be all
jobs three years from now?
the admissions office needs to hear.
Well, it turns out that for the 2007That thought is perhaps the one
2008 school year, 49,082 first-year law thing keeping me from going into panic
students enrolled while 43,518 students mode as I write this column about my
received law degrees, according to the future career’s bleak outlook. I have alAmerican Bar Association. That is a lot ways wanted to go to law school, and I
of lawyers.
am positive that it is what I want to do
This would all be well and good – with my life. I can accept that the comsomeone has to fuel those lawyer jokes petition will be intense and that maybe
– if only the legal job market were im- I won’t make as much money as I’d like
mune to the current economic situation. at first, but I will be doing work I enjoy.
According to CNN.com, the legal job
The current job market is about as
market is shrinking for the first time in welcoming as the Metro on Inaugurahistory, all while more and more poten- tion Day, and I am more than happy to
tial attorneys are crowding America’s take refuge in law school for the next
200 law schools. Anyone else see a prob- few years while we all wait for the
lem here?
economy to turn around. But the fact
It’s not just prospective law stu- of the matter is that more education no
dents that need to step back and think longer guarantees a higher salary – or

Cartoon

Would you like fries with that?
Robbi LeGrant

"Let's see, a B.A., an M.D. and a law degree ... Yeah,
I don't think you're what we're looking for here at
McDonald's."

even a job, for that matter. What it does
guarantee is a mountain of loans, which
will need to be paid back shortly after
graduation, job or no job.
At least for now, graduate schools,
law schools and business schools are no
longer the assumed “next step.” If you

are sure that you want to devote yourself to a field, then get ready to put up a
good fight to make it. Otherwise, chancing the current job market may just be
your best bet.
–The writer, a senior majoring in psychology, is The Hatchet’s opinions editor.

The real face of Facebook
Universities could take advantage of marketing opportunities

L

et’s face it. Facebook really isn’t sands of incoming freshmen to join,
just for us college kids anymore.
they created the perfect environment
Those of us who waited anx- for future viral marketing and inforiously for our college
mation collection. GW
e-mail addresses back
was among the univerin 2004 and 2005 so that
sities affected.
we could make profiles
If you’re appalled
on the new, exclusive
that College Prowler
college Web site would
made up fake incomhardly even recognize
ing freshmen to ensnare
that old site today. Faceinnocent, real incombook has become a new
ing freshmen in a false
kind of Web animal,
group, you may conhome to college kids,
tinue to be shocked and
10-year-olds, your boss,
appalled. That is pretty
your mother, games,
sneaky and creepy.
applications, and, yes,
But
if
you’re
even companies and
shocked
because
viral marketing.
just can’t believe
CLAIRE AUTRUONG you
Many in the college
that someone would
world were shocked
"friend" you just to use
COLUMNIST
by last month’s revyour information, or if
elations that College
you think Facebook is
Prowler, publisher of
still just a social netthe “Off the Record” guidebooks, used working tool for young people, let this
fake profiles and names to create more be your final wake up call.
than 500 “Class of 2013” Facebook
Facebook has become the epitome
groups. Inviting hundreds of thou- of the potentially great and danger-

ous future of marketing, and universities like GW need to get onboard now
if they want to use this tool to their
advantage while protecting their students.
What College Prowler did was underhanded and should not be repeated, but other companies are already
doing essentially the same thing in a
more above-board way, reaching out
to potential consumer bases through
one of the world’s most popular sites.
Colleges and universities could easily
take back this site that used to belong
exclusively to their students, using Facebook to increase market presence.
Big-name schools have always had
more resources to get their name and
their brand out to potential applicants,
but with platforms like Facebook, the
playing field could be evened out a bit.
GW’s Office of Undergraduate
Admissions already has Web outreach
programs like blogs for incoming students, but the potential of marketing,
viral or otherwise, via Facebook should
be more seriously tapped. This site has
launched many a social phenomenon

– “That’s What She Said” Day comes
to mind – and could surely be used to
raise GW’s profile in the college pool
or gather information on potential applicants. The apparatus and precedent
are already there, after all.
By the same token, students should
be fully aware that their profiles and
their group memberships are no longer
their private domain. Learn how to use
the privacy settings and regulate your
activities on the site. Remember the
ripple of caution that went through site
users after discovering that potential
employers could be looking for photos
of compromising behavior? We should
be even more aware now. Facebook is
now a marketing tool, not just a place
to meet your new classmates.
And if someone named “Justin
Gaither” requests your friendship or
wants you to join his super-cool new
“Class of 2013” group? You might
want to do a little information-mining
of your own.
–The writer, a senior majoring in history,
was The Hatchet’s fall 2008 opinions editor and is now a development associate.

Letters to the Editor
Inaugural float a
waste of resources
If there was one good thing
to be said about our inaugural
parade float, it would be that it
provided our school with one
of the strongest uniting forces
this campus has experienced
in recent memory: We are all
united in agreement over its
complete and total repulsiveness.
But, per usual, the insightful and hard-hitting Hatchet
editorial board completely
misses the point. The issue
here is not that the GW float
was hideous (that simply added insult to injury), but rather
the appalling amount of money
our school spent to create this
monstrosity. The official line is
that it cost $85K, though widely circulated rumors suggest
a range of 120-150. Complete

with a giant flat-screen Samsung, a glorious Smartboard
and custom “GW Inaugural”
apparel for all the students
who worked on it, the float
represents the greatest failing
of our University: its inability
to appropriately allocate funds
to best serve the academic
needs of its students.
Though I suppose the snazzy custom outfitting was actually a necessary expense. How
else could you persuade someone to spend precious hours
working on that gnarly mess?
Instead of creating a gruesome float that cost more than
its weight in gold, maybe the
school (and this paper) should
focus more on doing things to
actually improve the quality of
our university.
Things like, you know, giving us a real study abroad office. Or maybe using those
tens of thousands of dollars

for scholarships in these hard
economic times. But, knowing
both GW and this paper, that is
probably asking far too much.
The obsession with what “looks
good” for the school has consistently trumped that which
is good for the school. Anyone
remember the vaunted CI laser
light show? J. Paul Getty said,
“Money is like manure. You
have to spread it around or it
smells.” Well, this reeks.
Alex Shoucair
Junior

Does GW hate it
when students save
money?
In your story “SA utilizes
online bookstore” (Jan. 22, p.
5), I found it wildly ironic that
Nancy Haaga showed concern

with students supporting the
Student Association financially by using Brunobooks.com,
which gives 10 percent of proceeds to our SA. What should
really be keeping Haaga up at
night is how badly students
are being ripped off by GW’s
own bookstore!
For example, go on Brunobooks.com and search for
"Microeconomics" by Robert
Pindyk. I bought this book for
Econ 101 Section 12 from the
bookstore for more than $197.
According to Brunobooks.com
I can get the same book for a
mere $57. Clearly the “convenience” of our bookstore is
not worth an extra $140 for the
same exact book.
Sadly, this just goes to show
where the priorities of GW’s
Campus and Support Services
truly lie. Students are clearly
being taken advantage of financially at this university and

frankly I’m getting sick of it. I
can’t think of a single student
who would complain about the
SA making a few more bucks
if they’re saving literally hundreds of dollars on their textbooks, so why does this bother
Nancy Haaga? The SA has not
been even been allowed to
advertise Brunobooks.com’s
valuable services in order to
preserve the GW bookstore’s
pseudo-monopoly (contractually backed by the University).
When are we going to organize
ourselves as students and proclaim enough is enough?
Sammy Lopez
Senior

Treasure inauguration memories
I hope those GW students
attending inauguration festivi-

ties remember them forever,
because many of my classmates and I were not so fortunate. I am an alumnus (Bachelor of Accountancy, 1986) and
we were, literally, frozen out
of the inauguration that took
place during my time at GW.
It was 1985 (President Reagan’s second inauguration)
and, due to a high temperature of 3 degrees below zero,
everything was moved inside
and, naturally, admittance
was limited. In the history of
the United States, I believe it
was the only inauguration to
be held inside. I think this is
one of the events that, if you
are in Washington, you cannot
miss. Unfortunately, I did. So
remember the events and festivities because, once you enter the working world, it may
be the only one you get.
Michael A. Berson
Alumnus
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TREANOR
from p. 1
special.”
Friends recalled last Christmas when Treanor and her
roommate Brittany Verga baked
more than 600 cookies for their
friends, classmates, professors
and anyone else they could find.
“She searched the entire library until she found me and
gave me cookies,” recalled Zuha
Moin, Treanor’s freshman year
roommate.
Friedberger, along with fellow senior Amanda Lintelman,
had never met Treanor when she
moved into their Ivory Tower
quad at the start of the school
year. But they quickly became
close friends, in large part because of Treanor’s generosity
and positive attitude.
“She would have done anything for us,” Lintelman said.
The night before she died, Treanor taped signs saying “Amanda
interview. Be quiet” to the quad’s
front door in deference to Lintelman’s job interviews scheduled
for early Friday morning. Lintel-

ADMISSIONS
from p. 1
deepen, prospective students
and families may be wary
about applying to a university with tuition of more than
$50,000.
“The change in applications is with regular decision,
which is not surprising given
the current economy and the
economic forecasts for the
coming year,” Napper said.
The University’s early decision process became slightly
more competitive, with 54 percent of ED I applicants accepted in December, a decrease
from the previous year. ED II
candidates will learn whether
they have been admitted in
early February.
Regular decision acceptance letters are mailed in late
March or early April, but the
increase in early decision applications could be bad news
for regular decision applicants. Napper said fewer spaces are expected to be available
for regular decision applicants
due to the increased number
of early applications.
With more applicants applying for the binding early
acceptance, this year ’s numbers reversed last year ’s trend
of decreasing early decision
admissions. In the 2007-2008
admission year, ED I applications decreased by 6 percent
and ED II applications decreased 15 percent, The Hatchet previously reported.
Several students who applied this year said the early
decision option was appealing
because there would be less
pressure during the remainder of their senior year in high
school. GW also often touts
the benefits of applying early
in its literature, including a
higher admittance rate and
priority housing status.
Many admitted students
also said that GW’s longstanding strengths, including
programs in political science,
international affairs and media and public affairs, are

man and Friedberger agreed that
it was just one of many ways Treanor showed her devotion to her
roommates. She had also planned
a dinner for her roommates for
Friday night.
Treanor thrived during her
three semesters in Foggy Bottom. A member of Phi Sigma
Sigma said that Treanor was “an
integral member” of the sorority
and a natural leader.
A diligent student and talented writer, Treanor’s journalism skills were noticed by
Hatchet editors who hired her as
an editor after just one semester
at the paper. Moin said Treanor
took great pride in her work in
journalism and would stay up
late into the night working on
articles.
“Her passion was always
writing,” Friedberger said.
Treanor was also an observant Catholic who became a
lector at the Newman Center in
2008, helping out at weekly services.
“Attending church every
Sunday was her first priority,”
Moin said.
Despite her packed schedule,
Treanor always managed to find
what drove them to apply.
Sharon Drell, a college
counselor at Cleveland High
School in Reseda, Calif., said
students who apply to GW
from her school are interested
in getting an authentic Washington experience.
“They want to be in Washington. They want to go into
politics, law or international
relations,” Drell said.
Ted Dooley, an incoming
freshman who was accepted
to GW early decision, said the
array of political internship
opportunities and the political
communication major led him
to the University.
“After attending an info
session, I loved the fact that
GW is so strong in its internships and that most students
do have internships, especially
some at the Capitol,” Dooley
said. “As a future politician,
this struck home for me, as I
hoped that one day I could be
a GW student with a great internship in the Capitol.”
But students who apply to
GW are not necessarily interested in politics, said Edward
de Villafranca, the dean of college counseling at the Peddie
School in Hightstown, N.J. He
said he tells his students that
GW offers a variety of programs, even for those students
not necessarily interested in
politics.
“Whether a kid wants to
do foreign service or business
or health-related professions,
it’s all there,” de Villafranca
said.
Joseph Greenberg, the University’s regional director of
admissions for several Northeastern states including Massachusetts and New Hampshire, said he was surprised by
the increase in early applications because of the recessive
economy.
But, like other GW admissions officials interviewed,
Greenberg pointed to GW’s
high percentage of students
receiving financial aid and its
fixed tuition policy as factors
that make the University seem
less costly to prospective students. 
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time for those close to her.
“She loved her friends and
you always felt special when
you saw her because she deeply
cared about every person in her
life,” Richards said. “We always
had such a good time with her
and she was always the life of
whatever event we were at.”
While at Yorktown Heights
High School, Treanor was known
for her achievements on the
cross-country team and Model
United Nations.
“When I had trouble breathing while running in a race she
would always run at my pace
and encourage me to keep going,” one friend wrote on the Facebook group commemorating
Treanor.
Although her daughter loved
both politics and journalism,
Ann-Marie Treanor said Laura
had also talked about becoming
a lawyer in the future.
While her presence will be
sorely missed, Richards said that
Treanor’s impact will continue
to live on.
“I know we all will never forget her smile or her laugh,” she
said. “She has changed us for the
better.” 
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DEATH
from p. 1
several friends and bar patrons
confirm was Adams Mill in Adams Morgan. She was seen entering at about 11:45 p.m. and
several people who saw Treanor
later in the evening said she did
not appear intoxicated. Mahoney
said he last saw Treanor “after
midnight” in Ivory Tower and
that there was no indication that
she was sick.
Though Treanor had a habit
of waking up her roommates after returning from a night out, the
two roommates asleep Thursday
never stirred and do not know
what time Treanor arrived.
Ann-Marie Treanor says she
still has no idea what killed her
daughter, but wonders whether
Laura’s prior medical conditions
may have played a role.
She said in an interview Friday night that her daughter had
recently complained of painful
headaches and chronic bruising,
and had been treated for Lyme
disease in the fall – though Laura
was not taking prescription medi-

cation at the time of her death, she
said. She had also been diagnosed
with hand, foot and mouth disease – a condition that affects the
skin – in October and had seen a
local hematologist. Roommates
said the week before her death,
Treanor showed them her palms,
which had become largely black
and blue.
On Friday afternoon, the
University released a statement
saying that it appeared Treanor
died of “natural causes,” which
University spokeswoman Tracy
Schario said effectively rules out
homicide pending a complete
examination. The Natural Death
Squad of MPD, not part of the
violent crimes branch, initially
responded to the scene and MPD
spokesman Sgt. Kenny Bryson
said Friday morning that it was
not likely a suicide or homicide.
A police report filed on Friday offered sparse new details,
except that police took a pair of
Treanor’s earrings and two bracelets into custody – likely because
she was wearing them when she
was found.
University President Steven
Knapp said in an interview Friday
that the school is in communica-

|5

tion with the family and does not
know a cause of death.
“It just tells you once again
how important it is for us to keep
an eye out for each other and stick
together as a community,” Knapp
said. “Tragic things will always
happen but we try to do everything we can to prevent them and
to understand what people in the
community are experiencing.”
A native of Yorktown Heights,
N.Y., Treanor was born in 1989 and
lived in a quad in the 23rd Street
residence hall. The third-floor
room was cordoned off on Friday,
and Ann-Marie Treanor arrived
Saturday morning to remove her
daughter’s possessions.
Treanor, who was a sophomore with junior standing, was
The Hatchet’s contributing life
editor and a member of the Phi
Sigma Sigma sorority.
A campuswide memorial is
scheduled for Monday, Jan. 26 at
7:30 p.m. in the Smith Center. A
memorial mass is scheduled in the
Newman Catholic Center, where
Treanor was a lector last year, for
Tuesday evening at 5 p.m. 
–Nathan Grossman, Alex Byers, Sarah Scire and Emily Cahn contributed
to this report.
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SECRET

the same complexity found
in other PostSecret outlets.
Students shared secrets
about heavy subjects such
from p. 1
as rape and suicide. Some
During the presenta- of the secrets shared, howtion, Warren shared several ever, were of a lighter nastories about secrets he’s ture.
“Every time I pee, I
received and how they have
affected him. A treat for au- feel like I’m dreaming and
dience members familiar that I’m actually peeing in
with PostSecret, Warren my bed,” said one female
also showed a slideshow student, drawing laughter
of secrets that have not ap- from the crowd.
Will Mandley, a nursing
peared in the books or online. Representative of the student at the Community
thousands he receives, the College of Baltimore Country, shared his
nature
of
secret with the
the
secrets
audience and
varied from
“My heart began to
said he felt
practical
by the
jokes to the
pound at the idea of tested
experience.
darker and
“My heart
more
pergoing down there,
began to pound
sonal.
Wa r r e n
and I realized fear was at the idea of
going
down
also
disgoing to keep a lot of there, and I recussed
the
fear was
cathartic valpeople in their seats.” alized
going to keep
ue of writing
a lot of people
down secrets
in their seats,”
and revealWILL MANDLEY
he said. “I had
ing them to
NURSING STUDENT AT
the same exact
a
complete
COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF
fear and the
stranger,
BALTIMORE COUNTY
only
differhighlighting
ence was that I
it as a way of
did something
seeing secrets
in a new light and dealing about it.”
For sophomore Amy
with the weight they may
carry. The secrets we keep, Schiowitz, the secret-sharhe said, “could actually be ing portion gave a powerful conclusion to Warren’s
keeping us.”
Similar to his blog and presentation.
“I thought what was
books, which depend on the
interaction of contributors really cool was that everyand readers, Warren called body was able to come up
for audience participation and share their own seduring several points of the crets,” she said. “It was inpresentation. He passed out teresting to see how strong
blanks cards to each per- people were.”
While Warren expressed
son in the audience, asking
them to imagine what secret pride in PostSecret, he atthey would write on it and tributed the power of the
project to “the extraordihow they would share it.
Near the program’s end, nary voices that are speakWarren granted the audi- ing to these postcards.”
Although he will conence an authentic PostSecret experience by inviting tinue to tour college camaudience members to stand puses until April and has
before the entire audito- another book due out later
rium and share a secret. this year, Warren is looking
After a few moments of to the future with an open
hesitance, a line soon de- mind and letting the project
veloped behind each micro- lead the way.
“It’s been an amazing
phone. Some cried as they
revealed their secrets while journey and I can’t wait to
others laughed, reflecting see what’s next.” 
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Student group goes national
Buzzing for Change
becomes non-profit org.
by Caroline Coppel
Hatchet Staff Writer
By shaving heads and cutting hair to donate
to cancer patients, Buzzing for Change – a charitable student organization founded at GW – has
moved above and beyond the confines of Foggy
Bottom.
The program, which also raises money for
local cancer charities, now has branches at four
other college campuses and wants to expand to
at least three more within the year.
Buzzing for Change’s rapid growth was
sparked by its incorporation as an official nonprofit organization in fall 2007. Founder and
GW alumnus Judah Ferst, 24, said the group became a nonprofit to bring the program to other
college campuses.
“We had a meeting in November 2006 with
some nonprofit experts to see how to bring
Buzzing for Change to other campuses,” Ferst
said. “We wanted to see what that would look
like.”
Since 2007, Buzzing for Change has established programs at Bryn Mawr, Drexel, Duke
and Rutgers.
Being a nonprofit “allows us the freedom to
go to schools with credibility,” national board
member Chris Percopo wrote in an e-mail.
“This is important because we need school administrations to work with us to bring Buzzing
for Change to their campuses.”
The program is also looking to increase their
corporate sponsorship.
“We want to get more people involved at the
foundation level,” said secretary Sarah Greenwood.
Both she and Percopo worked with Ferst and Buzzing for Change while undergraduates at GW.
The GW branch of Buzzing for Change has
also expanded its own program. Over the past
year, they have hosted a series of smaller events
and have teamed up with local businesses
and charity groups. During the fall, they held
an event at Crepeaway, in which Buzzing for
Change received 30 percent of the profits during a set time period. They are also planning a
“cancer fighting weekend” with Relay for Life,
a three-day event scheduled for April.
“This year has been a change,” said Cheryl
Silverbrook, president of the GW program. “In
the past we focused on our one big event, but
we want to expand to smaller events to increase
awareness throughout the year.”
Silverbrook, a senior, wants to focus on
making the group’s main event, in which students are sponsored to shave their heads or
cut their hair, “bigger than ever.” She said the
company College Boxes will help sponsor the

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Cheryl Silverbrook is the president of the GW chapter of Buzzing for Change, a student group that collects hair to make wigs for cancer patients.
event and that they are in talks with Zipcar for
sponsorship.
Her goal this year, she said, is to raise at
least $15,000 for Specialove, a camp in northern
Virginia for children with cancer.
Over the next few years, Buzzing for Change
plans to hire administrative staff and strengthen
the Buzzing for Change foundation, which controls the campus programs.
“As a board, we know we have a responsibility to make sure this organization works and

we all take it seriously,” Percopo said. Greenwood agreed, saying, “The stronger our board
is, the stronger our college campus programs
will be.”
Silverbrook said that the GW’s Buzzing
for Change has been recruiting freshmen and
sophomores in order to ensure continuity and
stability in the program.
“The program has been around for almost
six years,” she said. "And I want to make sure
it’s going to be around for 25 more years.” 

GW's Chi Omega inducted as official chapter
One hundred
fourteen women
initiated
by Julie Bailey
Hatchet Reporter
After weeks of re-establishing a presence on campus,
GW's Chi Omega colony was
formally recognized and members were initiated Saturday
afternoon.
The 114 women held an initiation ceremony at the Washington Marriott, where they
participated in rituals and a
celebratory banquet.
“These rituals are the special connections that brought
us together and that will continue to bring all Chi O's together around the nation,”
said Nirali Shah, a freshman
member.
Present at the initiation ceremony and banquet were the
president and vice president
of the National Organization

of Chi Omega. Both addressed
the new sisters, followed by
the GW chapter ’s president,
Hayley Haldeman.
Members of the colony voted for a “model initiate” who
was the first to be initiated.
The members chose their current president, Haldeman, as
this initiate.
Many of the new sisters
saw the event as an important
one, inviting family to participate in the celebration. Haldeman estimated that at least one
fourth of the women brought
guests to the event.
Dean Harwood, assistant
director of student activities
and Greek life, said that because the process for the sorority’s reinstallation began
almost a year ago, the path to
its completion was smooth.
Harwood said that Chi
Omega’s chapter on campus
was dissolved in 1968, due to
changes in University policy
in response to the political and
social changes of the time. The
sorority was removed along
with others in a systematic
shut-down, not for individual

reasons, Harwood said.
In addition to working
closely with the GW administration, the leadership of the
new chapter has been under
the guidance of a Chi Omega
consultant. Elizabeth Steel,
a recent Chi Omega graduate, began working to reinstall the chapter last spring.
Since then, she has served as
a mentor to the colony members throughout the entire
process.
Greek-letter life on campus
has met the re-establishment of
the sorority with excitement,
Haldeman said.
“One of the most striking
things to me has been how receptive the Greek community
has been to Chi Omega,” said
Haldeman.
Over the past weeks,
members of the colony spent
significant time acquainting
themselves with members of
the Greek-letter community.
They participated in a tea
party with the sisters of Alpha
Delta Pi and a barbecue with
Pi Kappa Alpha and raised
$5,000 for Sigma Phi Epsilon’s

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Hayley Haldeman is the president of Chi Omega, GW's newest sorority. She stands in front of this
year's newly initiated pledge class.
Sweetheart Week, tying for
first place in the event.
But members said the excitement extends beyond GW’s
campus.
“There’s this feeling of
national excitement about
our chapter. The reinstall-

ment is such a big deal that
chapters across the country
are talking about us,” Haldeman said.
Now, the sisters have begun to focus on planning for
the remainder of this semester.
Haldeman explained that the

chapter ’s main goals will be
to expand its presence on campus and continue to integrate
members into the new organization.
It is expected that the chapter will participate in formal
recruitment next fall. 

ISRAEL
from p. 1
can’t even put it into words.”
Davis added that the turbulent environment produces
children crippled by posttraumatic stress disorder and
that unless conditions change,
today’s children will become
a “lost generation.”
“The rockets weren’t causing damage and death, they
were causing psychological
damage,” Davis said.
After the rally, which
lasted around a half-hour, the
group walked to Hillel where
Oren Anolik, counselor for
political affairs at the Embassy of Israel, gave a lecture
on the operation in Gaza and
where Israel stands.
In response to criticism
that the strikes have caused
a humanitarian crisis in
Gaza, Anolik said that 1,600
trucks filled with supplies
have been allowed to enter
Gaza.

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Junior Eric Gallagher gives the key not address "Threat to Security" at a pro-Israel rally in Kogan Plaza Thursday evening.
Anolik said Israel wants
peace and normalcy for its
citizens who have been living in fear for the past eight
years, and that the strikes on
Gaza have made progress.
Many terrorists have been
killed and rockets destroyed,

but Anolik said it is crucial
that Hamas be prevented
from smuggling rockets into
Gaza.
“Israel is using weapons
to protect children,” Anolik
said. “Hamas is using children to protect weapons.” 

Read it online @ www.gwhatchet.com

Life

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

Pondering the Pope
Laura Treanor's firsthand account
of April's papal Mass
by Laura Treanor
This is an abridged version of an
article Laura wrote in the April 21,
2008 edition of The Hatchet.

When I first got word that the
pope was coming to D.C. as part of
the first U.S. pontifical tour in over
a decade, I decided that I would see
him. I did not realize at the time how
scarce tickets to the Mass would be.
I was raised by an observant
Irish Catholic family and have been
practicing my faith for all of the 18
years and 11 months that I’ve been
on this earth. I happily endured
eight years in a plaid St. Patrick’s
School uniform and I continue to
go to Mass every Sunday. My faith
is a huge part of my life.

Despite my strong religious upbringing, the idea of the pope had
always been just that – an idea. I
had never felt any sort of connection to the spiritual head of the
Catholic Church, my Holy Father
in Rome. Thousands of miles away,
across an entire ocean, the pope
had always been a distant figurehead to me.
Lo and behold, I received an email on April 3 from campus chaplain Father Giovanoni – I was getting a ticket!
For Catholics, every Mass is miraculous. A Mass celebrated by the
pope then, is sublime. The service
proved to be an experience beyond
anything I could have ever imagined. Standing in the electric energy of some 40,000 people – all so
obviously full of joy and emotion
– was overwhelming. Goosebumps
covered my body and tears, somewhat embarrassingly, sprang to my
eyes. As the popemobile appeared,
the crowd erupted into thunderous
applause and cheers.
With him in my midst, I felt my
feelings of detachment dissolve.
Even though he was waving to tens
of thousands of people from behind
bulletproof glass, when he passed
the GW community in section 138,
I felt personally connected to Pope
Benedict.
When I think about the pope
today, he is no longer an abstraction. He is now very real to me
– an earthly link to my God in
heaven. 

Remembering Laura
A life filled with
charm, grace and
good humor
by Brittany Levine
Life Editor
On Sundays, Laura would sit to
my left at the Life desk at The Hatchet.
She would typically be in jeans and
ballet flats and be wearing shiny blue
nail polish and pink lip gloss. Laura
was in charge of “This Week in GW
History.” She would leaf through old
bound editions of The Hatchet and
pick out interesting articles from that
week. I remember her reading to me
and saying “This is so cool!” as she
elongated her l’s so that cool sounded
more like “cool-uh.”
Laura thought almost everything
was cool. We were in the same Digital
Media Production class last semester
and did every project together. I remember when we were creating our
final project, a video documentary, we
would bounce ideas off each other and
when Laura liked an idea, her eyes
and mouth opened wide, she nodded
her head, and said “Yeah.”
Because Laura was so open about
her thoughts and emotions, it was
easy to become her friend. I could tell
she was a good person the first time
I met her. I could also tell she was a
good writer when I read her first few
stories for The Hatchet.
Laura started writing for The
Hatchet at the beginning of her fresh-

man year. When she turned in a story
about a roommate event sponsored
by the Residence Hall Association in
November 2007, I remember thinking,
“This girl is really special.” She knew
how to write about people. She took a
story that could have come across flat
and injected life and personality into
it. A few weeks later I saw her walking
down H Street by Starbucks. I went up
to her and on impulse, asked her if she
wanted to be a contributing Life editor.
She accepted and asked what I needed
her to do. Laura was a go-getter.
Not only that, but she had a good
sense of humor. At the beginning of
last semester we were shooting our
first class project together, a video
sequence. My sequence was filling
a car with gas. Laura and I drove a
Zipcar down to the gas station near
HOVA. Laura drove the car as I shot
the scenes. She said she was nervous
to drive because she had never driven
in D.C. before.
Laura drove onto Virginia Avenue
and inched into the gas station. Then
she pulled up too far past the stall and
had to reverse. I started laughing behind the camera and could see Laura
laughing at herself in the driver’s seat.
She screamed to me from the window,
“I’m a horrible driver.” We had to do
another take.
Whenever Laura wrote e-mails to
me, she would sign them “ttyl,” and
when she wanted to express emphasis,
she always used at least two exclamation points. She used the phrases “Oh
my god” and “like” all the time, which
usually drives me crazy, but with her,
it was charming.
If I had to describe Laura in one
word, that would be it, charming. 

Jan 26, 1990:

Jan 26, 1987

Jan. 27, 1994

GW students danced for
28 hours straight to raise
$11,000 for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association.

Two students arrested during a protest outside the
launching site of the Navy's
first Trident 2 nuclear missile returned to campus
after a week in a jail.

The University honored Martin Luther King Jr.'s daughter
Yolanda King and several GW
students at a convocation in
the Marvin Center.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com)

The locked
individual
study rooms
in Gelman?
by Miranda Green
Hatchet Reporter
Any GW student who has ever wandered around Gelman Library’s upper
floors looking for quiet study space has
most likely come upon the small offices
lining the fourth and fifth floors. The
rooms, which seem to always be unoccupied and always locked, are tempting to
many students because of the peace and
privacy they offer.
Most undergrads are seemingly unaware of the uses of the individual offices
and due to the rooms’ dark lights and
closed doors the areas often look abandoned. In reality though, they are in high
demand. The rooms are officially called
Closed Study Carrels and are available
only to GW doctoral candidates either
writing their dissertations or preparing
for their exams. Because each eligible
student is allowed between one to two
years of personal use of the rooms, there
is a slow circulation and therefore, an

Alex Abnos/Hatchet photographer

Medical student David Jencks studies next to a row of small offices on the
fifth floor of Gelman Library.
extensive waiting list for the use of each
carrel.
To apply for a Study Carrel each student must fill out an application and be

prepared to pay the 25 dollar, per-semester fee. But the library is very strict about
who can use them and undergraduates
are not eligible. 

A return to a spiritual path
What do you worship?
It’s an important question, but one
we don’t think about often. Sometimes,
however, life forces us to re-examine
what is important, to ask ourselves what
is worth worshipping.
Last Friday gave us all such a moment when our fellow student and Life
contributing editor Laura Treanor died
suddenly in her Ivory Tower room.
Such tragedies remind us that very
little of what we worry about on a dayto-day basis truly matters. It was for that
very reason that Laura and I had decided
I should write about religion this week.
As I discussed the column with her, she
expressed her hope that it would jumpstart a dialogue about religion on campus.
Well, let’s get started.
Like many of you, I come
from a religious family. I grew
up down in Texas, under the
buckle of the Bible belt, so
church was always a big part
of my life.
But during my freshman
year at GW I slacked off, and
I become a devoted parishioner of St. Mattress.
In an attempt to get back
in the religious saddle, I’ve
been attending St. Paul’s over
on K Street recently. And last
Thursday I dropped in on
the GW Canterbury Club, a
small but devoted group of
Episcopal students that meets
weekly at St. Mary’s, the red
brick church sandwiched between Hel-Well and Hillel.
“A lot of people forget
about religion,” one student
told me, explaining how she
gave up on church freshman
year. Now as an upperclassman, she regularly attends
services at St. Mary’s and is
even a member of the Altar
Guild.
I have the feeling that
many students fall off the
spiritual wagon as freshmen
and never manage to make
it back on. College is a time
to explore. And that’s a good
thing. But in the process spir-

their whole life,” said freshman Mikel
Peña.
Questioning the beliefs you grew up
with is a natural and healthy part of the
college experience. But there is a difference between questioning beliefs and
giving up on them.
ituality can easily fall to the wayside.
The late David Foster Wallace told
The GW culture may be partly to
the
2005
graduating class of Kenyon Colblame.
“I feel like theology isn’t really an lege, “There is no such thing as not worinterest of GW students,” a wise friend shipping. Everybody worships. The only
choice we get is what to worship. And an
told me.
The folks in the Canterbury Club outstanding reason for choosing some
sort of God or spiritual-type thing to
agreed.
“Many students are seeking to get worship … is that pretty much anything
away from what they were forced to do else you worship will eat you alive.”
Figuring out what’s important to
you, what you want to worship isn’t easy. But the process strengthens us and allows us to grow up.
GW has a smorgasbord
of religious organizations
such as the Newman Catholic Center and Hillel. Try
one out. Or maybe you’re
one of those people who
isn’t a fan of “organized
religion.” Then, go find
yourself some disorganized
religion.
Growing spiritually certainly does not require participation in a Bible study.
Take a yoga class. Go for a
contemplative stroll on the
National Mall. Or enroll in a
religion course.
I’ve come to realize that
music is central to my spiritual life. You’ve got to find
your own path. The important thing is that you think
critically about what you
choose to believe in and
what you value. For some
students, the church is the
perfect place to do just that.
“Church centers you, it
keeps you grounded,” one
student told me.
“At church I become part
of something more,” said
another. “It’s the bedrock I
stand on.”
So, what do you worAnne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor ship? 

CLAYTON M.
MCCLESKEY
LIFE COLUMNIST
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Sharing a dish of Korean culture
Most nights I go to dinner with
other students and professors at
places that specialize in violently
spicy seafood soup, slabs of grilled
bacon or red pepper chicken and
glass noodles.
Seoul has an incredible number of restaurants and it is normal
for people to eat out almost every
night, especially students, because
each person’s tab rarely exceeds
$5. About four months have passed
since I’ve been to Chipotle or eaten a
decent sandwich, which no amount
of delicious Korean food can truly
replace. But as long as I live in Seoul,
embracing the diet and food culture
here is far better than trying to seek
out imitations of what I could buy
back in Washington.
Last Wednesday at dinner we
ordered maeunttang, a four-course
combination of boiled crab, mountains of bean shoots, pickled radish
and chilled noodles. The older students in the group, along with our

professor advisors, sat at the center in portions meant for two or more.
of the table, while I gravitated toThe first dish to arrive that night
ward some of the other undergrads was a bowl of pickled radish, which
who speak a bit of English.
could be eaten as an appetizer or a
Like Japan, a majority of restau- side dish with the spicy food that
rants in Korea seat dinners on the was bound to come later. The main
floor. I wish I could say that sitting dish, a pot brimming with raw crab
cross-legged for hours has gotten legs, tofu, shallots and raw oysters,
easier, but I think
came soon after. Alit is one skill I
most all of the cookBY HARALD OLSEN
will never master.
ing in Korean resI have to rub feeltaurants occurs in
HATCHET EXPAT
ing back into my
front of you, over gas
calves and hobble
burners placed in the
over to the door to put my shoes middle of the table. This means that
on after rising from the floor. This you actually cook your own dinner,
painful ritual is always a source of watching as the broth boils and food
humor to my Korean friends.
transforms from a pile of animals
A vast majority of diners in Ko- and vegetables to a meal.
rea eat with friends. I can count the
Second to Korean eating’s comnumber of times I have seen people munal nature, the most important
eating alone on one hand. For my aspect to keep in mind is how it
friends and homestay family, eating reinforces social hierarchy. Everyout is always a communal act. Res- thing is served according to age,
taurants support this eating philos- even among close friends, from
ophy, normally providing food only rice to alcohol. Ignoring an older

friend’s empty shot glass or serving
yourself first is bad manners.
At a similar gathering in America, it might be surprising to see a
professor order a round of hard liquor for the table, but not so in Korea. Soju, the most popular drink
in Korea, which has about half the
alcohol of vodka and is literally
cheaper than bottled water, is as
commonly seen as a set of chopsticks on the dinner table.
When it comes to pouring for
someone else, the habits of social hierarchy again play a part. It is considered a failure on the part of the
other diners if you drain your glass
way before they do. When it comes
to the act of pouring, especially for
an older person, it is always done
with the right hand, your left palm
supporting your right forearm about
halfway between your wrist and
your elbow. Also, one must make
certain not to finish a drink directly
facing someone who is older. Cus-

tom calls for the younger drinker
to turn away from the older person,
gulp the rest of the drink, and then
turn back to face them.
While it may seem that dining in
Korea is a maze of obligations and
unwritten rules, after a few months
it becomes quite natural. Most foreigners that I meet here have come
to enjoy the communal way of eating. Sharing food, sharing bowls and
being considerate of everyone else
makes going out for dinner one of the
best ways to make close friends here.
There are times when I miss
grabbing a sandwich and eating
however I like – and I still have
trouble sharing soup from the same
bowl as the rest of my table – but
adjusting to a new way of eating has
been a great way to better understand Korea. Being up for anything,
no matter how spicy or foreign it
may seem, helps to let my friends
here know that I’m making every
effort to learn their way of life. 
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Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)
Dan Greene – Asst. Sports Editor (dgreene@gwhatchet.com)

NUMBER CRUNCH
The total margin of defeat for the GW men's basketball
team over their last four losses. The Colonials have lost by
5, 4, 2 and 5 points, respectively, over the stretch.

Colonials fall short in double-OT
Progress shown
despite defeat
There was a day not so ers wore down during the
long ago when GW men’s second overtime. Senior forbasketball team could count ward Rob Diggs fouled out
on a series of lucky breaks during regulation and sophand fortuitous bounces to omore center Joe Katuka –
propel them to victories in a who Hobbs said is healthy
close game. Those days are – sat on the bench as he has
no longer, but despite sur- five of the past six games. As
face appearances, all is not a result, Rhode Island kept
lost with this current Colo- getting easy baskets and
nials team.
GW’s tired players could
When discussing a team only keep up for so long.
in the midst
Before
of a nineeach
game,
game losing
the Colonials
streak, arguseem to be all
ing that it’s
smiles during
not as bad as
warm-ups, as
it seems may
if the mountbe a tough
ing pressure
sell. But alof a lengthy
though
evlosing streak
ery
defeat
hasn’t
gothas the same
ten to them
effect on a
yet, which is
team’s posiprobably for
tion in the
the
better.
ANDREW ALBERG
standings,
During Sunall losses are
day’s
postnot created
game press
SPORTS EDITOR
equal. There
conference,
are
good
Wi l m o r e
losses, there
spoke
like
are bad losses and there are a team leader for the first
losses that change little one time during his career when
way or the other.
asked by a reporter about
So, while it’s easy to the team possibly losing
lump the GW’s men’s bas- confidence.
ketball team’s current nine“Stuff like that is never a
game losing streak into one question with this group of
amorphous blob of inepti- guys,” Wilmore said. “We’re
tude, the Colonials’ last four very committed, we all bedefeats have been much lieve in the guys that we
more encouraging than the have. We don’t really sob and
preceding five. During the we’re not looking for anyrecent stretch, head coach body’s pity or anything like
Karl Hobbs’ team has lost by that…We’re in this together
an average of just fewer than and we understand that that
four points per game against is really necessary.”
respectable Atlantic 10 opThe Colonials are on the
ponents. Blowouts, these brink of respectability, a
were not. A few bounces in marked improvement over
the direction and the Colo- their embarrassing stretch
nials would not be winless.
of losses in Hawaii and at
During Sunday’s 94-89 Longwood. Of course, that’s
double-overtime loss to the not exactly a high standard
University of Rhode Island, for a program that recently
GW’s
players—especially made three straight NCAA
senior guard Noel Wilmore tournaments, but it’s better
and junior guard Johnny than being completely irrelLee—hit big shot after big evant.
shot while playing decent
This team could have
enough defense to put them rolled over, played dead,
in a position to win against blamed its coach for their
a team that took highly- failures and been done with
ranked Duke to the brink of it. Instead, they’re clawing
defeat at Cameron Indoor back, one narrow loss at a
earlier this season.
time. Now, if only they can
Eventually, GW’s play- get that elusive win. 

by
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NUMBERS

89
30
22
12

Score

94

Points in Paint 46
Turnovers

16

Largest Lead

5

Slide stretches to nine games
by Dan Greene
Assistant Sports Editor
There was a lot going on in Sunday’s
men’s basketball game against Rhode Island: two overtimes, 141 shots, 183 points,
10 double-digit scorers, 12 ties, a dozen
more lead changes, clutch free throws,
timely three-pointers and countless opportunities to win. In the end these factors
added up to a 94-89 score and, most importantly, GW’s ninth consecutive defeat.
“This really was a heart-breaking
loss,” head coach Karl Hobbs said after
the game, describing both teams as “desperate” for the win. “Coming up short
a little bit today, this was a tough pill to
swallow.”
Twice during the game – at the end
of regulation and the first overtime – the
Colonials (6-11, 0-5 Atlantic 10) held the
ball with the score tied and clock winding
down. With the possessions came the opportunity not only to win the game, but
also to give the team’s players, coaches
and fans affirmation that their crumbling
season could begin to be salvaged.
The two possessions played out similarly, with the ball-handler – first senior
Wynton Witherspoon, then junior Johnny
Lee – letting seconds tick away as anticipation built for the ensuing attempt at a
game-winning shot. But in both cases no
such outcome came to fruition. Both Witherspoon and Lee dribbled inside the arc
and opted for long jumpers that found
only iron – no net, no basket, no gamewinner.
The contest carried on to a second
overtime period that initially saw neither
team any more capable of putting their
opponent away. When Lee connected
from deep for three of his 11 points to put
GW ahead by two, Rhode Island’s Kahiem
Seawright responded immediately on the

other end. When the Rams’ Delroy
James broke a tie on a traditional
three-point play, GW senior Noel
Wilmore hit a three in the corner to
knot it back up with 1:22 remaining.
But when James again put
Rhode Island ahead with a basket,
the Colonials could not score in response. The Rams held their lead
for the remainder of the contest,
GW’s last shot to tie being blocked
as it left Wilmore’s hands with 11
seconds on the clock.
While GW’s points down the
stretch often came via jump-shots
or free throws earned on such attempts, Rhode Island seemed able
Alex Ellis/photo editor
to score at will inside. The Rams
out-scored the Colonials 10-2 in the Top: Rhode Island's Kahiem Seawright (33) grabs
paint during the second overtime a rebound between two Colonials. Above: Senior
and 46-30 for the game, an advan- Rob Diggs fouls out with 5:12 left in regulation.
tage amplified by the absence of seWith the team’s leading scorer relegatnior forward Rob Diggs.
ed to the role of spectator and the recently
“I think down the stretch they really, red-hot Witherspoon struggling to find his
really got the ball inside,” Hobbs said of shot, other Colonials stepped up to keep
Rhode Island. “Their physical-ness, that’s their team afloat. Wilmore and Lee each
where they had the advantage.”
chipped in season-high scoring efforts
Diggs matched Wilmore for the game and it was Lee, a 5-foot-8 walk-on, that
high in points with 20, but played only 23 paced the team in rebounds with seven.
minutes after getting into foul trouble in Freshman Aaron Ware played one of his
the second half and eventually fouling out biggest roles to date, seeing 36 minutes of
with five minutes remaining in regulation. action and scoring several of his 11 points
The 6-foot-8 forward keyed a mid-second at key moments in the game.
half run, hitting the third three-pointer of
“To play that long of a stretch withhis college career, scoring on an alley-oop out Robert and still have an opportunity
from Lee and disrupting a Rhode Island to win, I think it speaks volumes to how
attempt to do the same on the defensive far we’ve come,” Hobbs said of his team’s
end.
balanced effort.
As his play continued to surge, Diggs
The Colonials are now 0-5 in conferwas called for his fifth and final foul – a ence play, with the last four losses coming
charge while trying to get position on a by a total of 16 points. They will look to
defender – and earned applause for his reverse their fortunes Wednesday night in
stretch of dominance on his way to the Philadelphia as they visit La Salle. Tip-off
bench.
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

Women down Duquesne again
by Louis Nelson
Hatchet Staff Writer
In a game where inconsistency was the
overwhelming theme, the only constant
was the end result. GW beat Duquesne at
the Smith Center for the 22nd straight time
Saturday afternoon, this time by a score of
85-82.
The game started off well for the Colonials (11-8, 3-1 Atlantic 10), who began the
contest with a 17-4 run in the first seven
minutes and led by as many as 22 during
the first half. Entering halftime leading by
18, they seemed poised to clinch a blowout victory against a conference rival and
run their win streak to a season-best four
games. Duquesne had other plans.
The Dukes chipped away at the lead
throughout the second half, turning up the
intensity on defense to the tune of eight
steals, aided by better shooting both inside
and outside the arc.
“We just tried to be disruptive, tried to
Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer
play a little faster than they’re used to playSophomore Erica Rivera handles the ball in GW's win over ing and just try to create off of our defense,”
Duquesne Saturday. Rivera tied her career high with 13 points.
Duquesne head coach Suzie McConnell-

Serio said. “I think we just came out in the
beginning of the game and just weren’t hitting shots, and I think our confidence level
dropped offensively, defensively.”
GW recovered, keeping their lead
around 10 for much of the second half. It
wasn’t until the game’s final minute that
Duquesne really threatened, closing the
lead to three before ultimately missing a
final three-point attempt with one second
left, running its record to 0-22 in the Smith
Center.
The Colonials were led by senior center
Jessica Adair, who was dominant inside,
especially early in the game. The 6-foot-4
center finished with 18 points and 10 rebounds, but struggled when the Dukes utilized double and even triple teams to contain her during much of the second half.
The Dukes’ biggest contribution came
from their smallest player, 5-foot-4 senior
Kristi Little, who scored 29 points, including nine in the final minute-and-a-half that
helped shrink the Colonials’ lead.
“She’s a gutsy player,” GW head coach
Mike Bozeman said of Little after the game.
“She offers that grit, she’s never gonna give

up. You can see her willing her team back
into the game … She’s not afraid to go in
there with the big girls.”
This four-game streak is a welcome
turnaround for the Colonials, who struggled earlier in the season. The team
dropped four in a row before beginning
their run of victories, three of which were
to nonconference opponents. For Bozeman,
the current streak is a sign of his team coming together.
“I think we’ve just grown together. You
know, anytime you have change, there’s
gonna be some adjustment period, and I
think I might have underestimated the effects of that,” Bozeman said, referring to
the loss of former coach Joe McKeown and
his own subsequent hiring.
“But I couldn’t be happier with our
progression now, with where we are as a
team, as a unit, as a basketball family,” he
continued. “We’re all bonding together.
They understand me, I understand them.”
The Colonials will look to continue
their stretch of strong play Wednesday
when they travel to Dayton. Tip-off is set
for 7 p.m. 
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW
Marketplace.
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CAMPUS LIFE
UNDERGRADS! Introducing “Navy
Bachelors Degree Completion
Plan.”
Financial relief that allows you to
focus on your studies w/o summer
training or ROTC involvement. Earn
up to $3200 p/month, paid directly
to you each year during your last 3
years (up to 36 months) - Totaling
over $100,000 to help cover student
loans. Call 1.800.533.1657, or richmondleads@navy.mil

JOBS

to Metrobus, an easy
commute on the (3Y).

EXCELLENT PAY & FLEXIBLE
HOURS
FOR COMPUTER SPECIALIST
Requires exceptional web development, programming, networking, and trouble-shooting ability.
Office near Bethesda Metro. Email
Resume: bethesdafinancialfirm@

Leading Progressive National
Newspaper is currently selecting
Reporter Interns.
The newspaper is dedicated to
daily coverage of the Obama
Administration

The rate includes all
utilities and parking.
Hardwood floors, gas
cooking and close to
shopping.

gmail.com
!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training

Requirements:

Survey Takers Needed:
Make $5-25 per survey.
Do it in your spare time.

Call- (703) 527-1991

www.GetPaidToThink.com

Website: fortstrong.com

Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.

-Excellent verbal skills
-Enthusiasm, dedication and
dependability--this is a daily effort,
so you must be reliable.
-The ability to communicate well
with others, and to be easy to work
with.

Economics tutor needed for EMSE
260 class “Survey of Finance and
Engineering Economics”. Location
and Rate negotiable. Please
email sbnewcomb@gmail.com or
call me at 703-585-3240.

Send experience/resume to:
nationalprogressivenewspaper@

Do you want to save your rent
money? Are you certified as a
Firefighter or Emergency Medical
Technician? If so, then here is a
great opportunity for you. The
Ashburn Volunteer Fire and Rescue
Department in Loudoun County,
Virginia offers free furnished dorm
rooms in its station to its volunteer
members. For more information
about the Resident Operational
Volunteer program see www.ashburnfirerescue.org or email Chief

HOUSING

gmail.com

1,575.00- 2 Bedroom/All
Utilities Included

Great Pay, Flexible Hours!
Financial Planning office near
Bethesda Metro seeks friendly,
detail-oriented student.
$13/hour (negotiable higher based
on performance)
PT or FT
Email Resume: bethesdafinancial-

Short commute to The
George Washington
University Campus.
Walking distance
to (Court House)
Metrorail. Also, minutes

Edited by Will Shortz
37 “The loneliest
number,” in a
Three Dog Night
song
38 “Get going!,” and
a hint for the
starts of 17-, 24, 51- and 62Across
41 Little Jack
Horner’s dessert
42 Zest
44 Hydrotherapy
provider
45 Places for
holsters
46 Bedouin, e.g.
49 Long-necked
waders
51 Holder of an
unfair trial
55 “Oh, woe!”
56 Fish-sticks fish
57 Hearty steak
60 Breads with
pockets
62 Umbrellalike
fungus
65 Theodore
Roosevelt, to
Eleanor

66 Humorist
Bombeck
67 Extremities
68 Giggly laugh
69 Channel for
football and
basketball
games
70 Out with the fleet

Down
1 Root used for
poi
2 Carrier to Tel
Aviv
3 Crowded,
frenzied
gatherings
4 Middle school
stage, commonly
5 Grenade filler
6 Balloon filler
7 Large feather
8 House mate?
9 However, briefly
10 Numbers yet to
be crunched
11 Vex
12 Computer
attachment
13 Peter the pepper
picker
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
18 “What’s ___ for
me?”
CO BM SA R F E A P C P E SD AA F J R I AF MF E
FR RA I D G I I I D 22 Meas. of engine
LG OO OM O I R R RO AN HY
speed
UD NR DU EM R S COO L V OE R RA OG NE AN LT D
25
Queenly
role for
E
A
S
E
A
G
N
E
S
G
R
E
Y
B E A N
S L Y
A B U S E S
Liz
2
N Y E V I H I A I Z I A ER S I TA
26 Large brown
S W OG R E N E T Z O S T E HC ER FE RC UY G 2
algae
DS EL AO NE E 27 Bits of fluff
SO HV EE I N K P R OH O I F S
2
LA I H DA A 28 Restaurant
EM E I L T A S AOB P B AA L T SH
posting
MS AC LH AW A B O AO S I AA MS I T NE OR R
I K F I I N T S OM L E D N Y O XU BT OH XE N
2 30 One enrolled in
obedience
P L A A N Y T I F QR UE EE
M R T2
school
DM EO CG E A I D T I S I H F US
L SA OM I P R
32 Washington and
2
I O DR HA A L V E E S T O OK E I NL OL LY OO GU Y
McKinley: Abbr.
EJ DA UR C F E U L O W P E UN RS P OE SL EM S
34 Receptacles for
TO AN MB E A S S E R A S Y EE AD T BS EE LA T
tobacco chewers
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Puzzle by Lynn Lempel

35 A large part of a
waitress’s
income
36 “Right on!”
38 Israeli dance
39 Grp. in which
many of the
leaders wear
robes
40 Othello’s undoer

Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.
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Cohn at Chief@avfrd.net.

No. 1222
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GW Students and Faculty place your ads online at
WWW.GWMARKETPLACE.COM
FOR FREE!!!

Email: fawz@aol.com

SERVICES

Excellent opportunity to gain experience, national visibility and clips,
and to be a part of this extraordinary
time--if you meet the above. The
work will require 5-8 hours.

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

Nice spacious
apartments in a tranquil
Courtyard setting.

You will have the full abilities and
responsibility of reporters--including
contacting Administration offices for
original reporting.

firm@gmail.com

Across
1 Sidewalk Santa
worker, e.g.
5 Bugler’s bedtime
tune
9 Vagrant
14 Felipe or Moises
of baseball
15 Sahara irrigator
16 Site of the Ho
Chi Minh
Mausoleum
17 First in a John
Updike novel
series
19 Confess (to)
20 Twin Mary-Kate
or Ashley
21 Deface
23 Info on a pill
bottle
24 Batsman at a
wicket, say
28 Spunk
29 Give forth
30 Turn down
31 Tree popular in
street names
33 Gross

9

43 Household
downsizing
event
45 Chamomile
product
47 Rocket trajectory
48 Little foot
warmer
50 Boring routines
51 Done for

52 Skirt with a flare
53 “But of course!”
54 Signs of decay
58 Knotty swelling
59 Designer
Schiaparelli
61 Visit
63 Unit of electricity
64 Vice president
Quayle

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Play another Sudoku
online DAILY at
www.gwhatchet.com/puzzles

Advertise
Right Here!
Ads start at
just $75
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